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Top Design Trends

Spring Trends to Transform
Your Home
BY ALY PAYNE

W

ith varying trends and tastes,
everyone feels at home in a different
environment. Some are drawn to
traditional pieces, while others keep
up with the latest design favorites.
Each new purchase functions as a key
component in our effort to create a cozy,
humble dwelling that suits our personalities
and lifestyles and brings a certain level of
functionality to the table.

Mitchell Gold + Bob Williams
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A N D J U S T A S our interests and daily needs
change over time, so do the seasonal designs.
Think back through the generations. With the
exception of certain selections, we cringe at
features we’d never dream of incorporating
into our homes, only to find they come right
back around, this time attracting our attention.
The age in which we live indisputably plays a
vital role in how we view space, and sometimes
technology can play a significant role as well.
We’ve always been influenced by television
and surrounding media, such as social media
and apps like Pinterest, but DIY projects and
related programs now provide us with a wide
range of options and perspectives, along with
advice on how looks can best be obtained.
Regardless, stores are constantly observing
and learning about the buyers’ needs and desires,
setting out to replicate what’s in vogue among
the general population. From kitchen appliances
to wall décor, lighting to furniture, we’re talking
with some of our local North Dallas Corridor
venues to give residents an idea of what 2017
has in store.
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“There’s also a high
demand for accent
walls. An almostblack urbane bronze
works beautifully
if you have lighter
bedding.”
—Traci Jeffers, merchandise
manager, Charter Furniture

When it comes to setting the tone for any
room, it’s best to start with color, the shade
you choose for the walls. At this time, the most
popular hues tend toward the neutral tones
— think beige, white, or soft gray. Charter
Furniture, located along Midway Road,
entrusts lead Designer Leslie Loving and
Merchandise Manager Traci Jeffers with the
task of recognizing a buyer’s dream. Both agree
the aforementioned tones are great options
that help to seamlessly merge both old and new
styles.
“There’s also a high demand for accent walls,”
Jeffers and Loving stated. “An almost-black
urbane bronze works beautifully if you have
lighter bedding. You can complement the look
with two chests and accompanying lamps for
a great statement.” Along the same lines, The
Shops at Willow Bend’s Mitchell Gold + Bob
Williams 2017 LookBook suggests that a bluegray color scheme can be a wonderful contrast
to warm wood while simultaneously adding
a touch of sophistication through polished
stainless and white glass.
Green is also making an impact, due to the
fact that Greenery was named the Pantone Color
of the Year for 2017. Be it light, dark or rustic in
finish, you’re sure to find it in almost any home
furnishing or décor location around town.
Although current trends show a growing
interest in darker accent walls, such as navy
or charcoal, you can add a delicate pop of
color through trim, decorative pillows, throw
blankets, rugs or even artwork. Much like the
effect of an accent wall, an oversized work of
art can be an excellent way to draw the eye and
create a focal point in any room.
“We’ve seen oversized canvas pieces,
abstract works or, especially here in Texas,
a portrait of a large horse or longhorn,” says
Jeffers. Elements of this nature can truly pull a

room together when placed alongside the client’s
furniture. And when it comes to furnishings,
it appears the public is more inclined toward
either modern glam materials, rustic meets
industrial, or even a mixture of both. “Think
Joanna Gaines of Fixer Upper,” says Loving.
Glam can best be described as a luxurious
style that typically incorporates high-end crystal
chandeliers and luxurious fabrics such as velvet,
metallic threads, faux furs and silks. Mitchell
Gold + Bob Williams’ Carmen
Ottoman is a wonderful
example. And while it may
seem deliberate in material
severity, today’s version of
glam is fresh and clean, often
with its blend of marble and
brass — both exquisite on their
own as well. Brass and gold
indicate that we’re reverting
back to the 70s; however, the
difference in today’s design is
that it no longer favors a dirtier
finish. Instead, clients are

gravitating toward pure and metallic.
Stuart Tinsley, VP of marketing at Cantoni
on Alpha Road, speaks to the marble aspect.
“For materials, Carrara or Calacatta marbles
are iconic, luxury Italian marbles that exude
modern style. It will always remain a classic
in interior furnishings, whether in flooring or
table tops.”
On a different note, there’s no denying that
rustic-meets-industrial is gradually becoming
a more common design request
among clients, and this is
where DIY projects often find
a place in our homes. It’s a look
that Jeffers describes as a “very
modern design, blended with
throwback materials.” Ultimately,
you end up with a little “farmhouse
charm” as well as that crisp, clean
aspect as seen through materials
such as subway tiling. But Gary Riggs
Home on Alpha Road challenges the
Do-It-Yourself projects and gives
buyers that same collected feeling “by
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mixing and matching soulful, antique family
heirlooms with invigorating contemporary
components.”
Still, buyers sometimes enjoy putting their
own time, energy and hard labor into a piece,
and that’s where chalk paint can come into
play. Annie Sloan is a popular brand for an
increasingly popular rustic finish. It’s a type
of paint that gives either a matte look to a piece
of furniture or a light, almost distressed final
product. Speaking of distressed, a weathered
look in rustic decor is making an appearance in
home interiors, as are cerused wood finishes —
a look that brings out the unique grain of wood.
But according to Tinsley, one material making
a comeback in regards to rustic design is cork.
“When used correctly, cork can add an
impressive, subtle rustic style and texture to
a modern home.” This just so happens to be a
great way to blend rustic and glam.
Another way to achieve any given style is by
incorporating lighting into a room. “Right now,
people are looking for unique, amazing light
fixtures,” says Jeffers.“Think cool and different

“A blue-gray color
scheme can be a
wonderful contrast
to warm wood while
simultaneously
adding a touch
of sophistication
through polished
stainless and white
glass.”

—The Shops at Willow Bend’s
Mitchell Gold + Bob Williams 2017
LookBook
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architectural style pieces — something that
has multiple layers.” If your ceilings are tall
enough, lighting can take a clean, simple design
and give it that desired wow factor.
Using vintage-style bulbs in a multilight
pendant can also add more depth to an area
and can easily be softened with a brushed
nickel finish. This type of fixture is an
excellent addition to the kitchen, where it’s
complemented by stainless steel appliances.
The kitchen is also a highly utilized space in the
home and can be a makeor-break deal for
buyers or
clients, so
never overlook
these important
design choices and
their impact on a room.
I doubt many people will deny spending an
overwhelming amount of time in the kitchen.
With open plans taking precedence, it’s often a
central point in many new homes. That’s exactly
why your kitchen appliances, countertops and
overall design matter.
Marble surfaces are making a statement
in a variety of rooms, but they’re extremely
popular in a kitchen setting, particularly
the style of white with gray veining. Equally
popular are quartz and granite. Both offer many
user-friendly qualities, including the fact that
they’re easy to work with and can be likened to a
punctuation mark at the end of your statement
— they make a solid and noticeable point. One
quartz choice that’s increasing in popularity, in
addition to your whites and grays, is a concretelike finish, providing a little industrial element
to the space.
It’s also important that your countertops
blend well with the kitchen appliances, so

choose wisely. Stainless steel appliances
remain among the most popular in today’s
design world, begging that same clean, fresh
finishing touch. And what will come as no
surprise is that white appliances are making
a comeback, but drastically different from
their debut in the 1980s. Today, there’s a
glossy finish that brings out the stainlesssteel handles and innovative high-tech
surfaces.
What you can pick up from nearly every
growing design
trend is the
desire to
remain
sleek and
smooth.
This aspect is
reflected in the ways
designs incorporate glam and industrial
or even retro accents. Clients are craving
a fresh look that feels high end in almost
every sense of the word, but the way these
items are arranged — whether positioned
next to an accent wall or balanced by a
neutral-colored rug — opens the style up
for flexibility and room to bring in almost
contradictory pieces.
The latest fashions are constantly
changing, and while we usually catch a
glimpse of what used to be, it’s almost
always topped off with a piece of the
“now.” If you’re looking to revamp a space
in your home or you’re house hunting in the
North Dallas Corridor, keep these tips
in mind, and don’t hesitate to stop in at
one of the aforementioned venues for
professional assistance and well-informed
suggestions.
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